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MEMS-BASED SCANNING CALORIMETER
FOR THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES
OF NANOSTRUCTURES

L. H. Allen an d S. L. Lai
Materia ls Scien ce and E ngin eering, Un iv ersity of Illin ois, Urbana, Illin ois, USA

Th erm odyn am ic properties of sm all stru ctures, su ch as the m eltin g poin ts and the process of

m ass tran sport, can be con sid erably different com pared to m ateria l in th e bu lk form .

Calorim etry is th e stan dard experim en tal techniqu e u sed to m easu re therm odyn am ics

properties. Howev er, th is techniqu e is extremely difficu lt to u se for th e study of sm all

stru ctures because the am oun t of energy exchanged du rin g the m easu rem en t is extremely

sm all Ð proportion al to the am oun t of m ateria l. In order to m easu re sm all am ou nts of

therm al energy we h av e scaled down the ph ysica l size of th e calorim eter u sing MEMS

techn ology. Th is th in -film differentia l scan nin g calorim eter h as extremely high sen sitiv ity,
2 Ê; 0.01 m J rrrrr cm , and is capable of m easurin g the m eltin g ph enom enon of 1 A of Sn

deposited onto a SiN su rface. In th is article we inv estigate the size dependence of both the

m eltin g poin t an d the heat of fu sion for u ltra th in film s of Sn n anon stru ctures u sin g m u ltiple

ev aporation an d therm al an n ealin g cycles.

Inte rest in the thermodynamic properties of small particles began over a

hundred years ago with Gibbs, who considered the affect of the surface on the bulk

properties of material and suggested that the me lting point T of small particle sm

could be much lower than that of bulk materials. Not only does the surface alter

the the rmodynamic properties of material on the nanometer scale, it also plays a

key role in the dynamic process of material transport such as the coale scence of

clusters during the early stages of thin-film growth.

There has been much progress in studying the the rmodynamics of small

structure s: the size-dependent melting-point depression has been observed experi-

w x s .mentally 1 using transmission e le ctron microscopy TEM technique s, and compu-

tational e fforts in model systems such as Au have been advanced showing that

nanoscale material simultaneously displays both solidlike and liquidlike character-

w xistics and time -dependent structural instabilities 2 ] 4 .
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There are many techniques for studying the structural characterization of

s .nanostructure s e.g., TEM, SEM, AFM, STM, RDX, etc. . However, thermodynam-

ics studie s using the measurement of the energy at the nanojoule scale are

extremely rare due to the lack of experimental techniques. The ideal technique for

the measurement for many thermodynamic properties is calorimetry. However,

s 2 .current conventional calorimetry lacks the sensitivity ; 50 mJ r cm to measure

the minuscule amounts of ene rgy gene rated for typical sample s of nanostructures

or buried silicide nucle i.

s .Currently, conventional differential scanning calorime try DSC systems, such

as the Perkin Elmer DSC-2 system, are often used for measuring the enthalpy of

reactions such as crystallization of amorphous materials and bilayer reaction

couple s. Unfortunate ly, these systems have been traditionally designed for large

s .bulk sample s milligrams and are usually not sensitive enough for thin-film

s .sample s nanograms , where the amount of heat gene rated during the reaction is

extremely small and is marked by the large heat capacity of the calorime ter

apparatus. For example , in order to measure the homogeneous and interface

w xcrystallization energy of a -Si using DSC, Donovan e t al. 5 were required to

Ês .fabricate and then stack extreme ly thick samples ; 120,000 A , so that the heat

which was generated was large enough to be measured by the calorime ter.

In the mid-1980s, Spaepen, Thompson, Clevenger, Cotts, Johnson, and Harpe r

pioneered the use of DSC for ex-situ thin film work by making special multilayer

Ê w xsample s with a thickness of about 1,000 A 6 ] 8 . This allowed calorime try studies of

interface reaction at a leve l far superior than before. However, the intrinsic

sensitivity of the calorimeter itse lf has not improved and still remains in the

equivalent range of 50 ] 500 mJ r cm 2 . In order to advance calorime try from a

``bulk’ ’ to a ``surface ’ ’ probe, the basic sensitivity of the calorime ter must be

increased.

w xWe have recently made advances in calorime try technique 9 ] 12 by design-

s .ing a thin-film differential scanning calorimetry TDSC device. It has extreme ly

high sensitivity, ; 0.01 mJ r cm
2
, an ultrafast scanning rate of up to 10

6 8 C r s, and a

wide range in operating temperature extending up to 700 8 C. The TDSC device is

used in situ within an ultrahigh vacuum system allowing for rigid control of sample

preparation conditions. We have begun to study the the rmodynamic properties of

nanostructure s on a free surface. Using the nanocalorimetry technique we ob-

w xse rved evidence of a size-dependent reduction of both T and H 9 .m m

Two key features of our scanning calorime ter include the reduction of the

w xoverall thermal mass 13 ] 18 of the calorime try system and the use of a fast scan

rate . The ability to measure small amounts of heat depends on the re lative heat

capacity of the entire calorime try apparatus. By reducing the thermal mass of the

apparatus, the sensitivity can be increased dramatically. The scan rate in calorime -

try is important because sensitivity is related to the heat loss during the measure -

s 3 6 .ment. In our de sign, the high heating rate 10 ª 10 8 C r s during the scan is far

greate r than the cooling rate of the system, thus the system approaches a quasi-

adiabatic condition.

By utilizing standard thin-film membrane processing technology developed at

Corne ll University, we have combined the four components typically found in a

calorimetry system, namely, the sample, the sample holder, the heater, and the
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thermometer, into a single multilayer thin-film configuration, as shown in Figure 1.

ÊIn this design, the sample holder is a thin, 500-A SiN membrane window supported

Êat the perimeter by the Si substrate . A thin, 200-A Ni stripe on the membrane is

the key e lement of the calorimeter and functions both as a resistance microheater

and a the rmistor. The material of intere st is deposited on the opposite side of the

membrane. The membrane ensures good thermal conduction between the sample

and heater, while it isolates them electrically.

O ur calorimetry measurement is initiated by supplying a short, ; 10-ms dc

current pulse to the Ni stripe , thus raising the temperature of the system by joule

heating, as described by our earlie r work in the deve lopment of the microheater

w xtechnique 12 . The voltage and current are monitored in real time during the pulse

and thus the powe r supplied to the quasi-adiabatic system is obtained directly

s .P s VI . At these fast heating rate s the temperature of the microheater system is

de te rmined by measuring the changes in re sistance , R s V r I, of the metal strip.

s .The intrinsic value s for the rmal coe fficient of resistance TCR characteristics of

the Ni heater r the rmistor are calibrated beforehand using a conventional vacuum

tube furnace and with a calibrated thermocouple .

In order to evaluate the data in te rms of standard thermodynamic parameters

the raw data are evaluated in te rms of the heat capacity C . This is obtained fromp

the data using the following expression:

s . s .dQ r d t V t *I t
s .C s s 1p

dT r d t dT r d t

C is plotted as a function of temperature, as shown in Figure 2 for a set ofp

sample s with various amounts of Sn. The temperature at the peak of each scan

represents the me lting point of the sample , whereas the integrated area under the

peak represents the heat of fusion.

F igu re 1. Sketch of ME MS-base d thin-

film scanning calo rim e te r. The m e chani-

cal base of the e ntire de vice is a standard

S i wafe r that has be en coated with a

th in film of SiN. A SiN window is then

form ed by se le ctive ly e tching the Si from

the bottom side of the wafe r with stan-

dard KO H solu tion. A SiN m e m brane

provide s m e chanical support for the m i-

crohe ate r, as we ll as a che m ical and

e le ctrica l barrie r be twee n the heate r and

sam ple . A thin film of m e tal functions

acts as both heate r and the rm isto r. The

S iN m e m brane can eve ntually be re -

m ove d, le aving a th in m e tal m e m brane .

B y putting two m icroheate r device s to-

ge the r side by sid e , the system can be

configure d to m ake a high ly se nsitive

th in-film diffe re ntia l scanning calorim e -

s .te r TD SC .
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Figu re 2. H e at capacity re su lts durin g a

Ê ÊTD SC scan of 1 A and 3 A of Sn. For

the se sm all am ounts of the rm ally de -

posite d m ate ria l, the laye rs be com e dis-

continuous. The Sn im m ed iate ly coa-

le sce s, form ing sm all thre e -d im e nsional

s .sphe rica l particle s with a distribution of

size s having radii of the scale of nanom e -

te rs. The position of the peak he ight

re pre se nts the ave rage m e lting poin t of

the distribution. For each de position cy-

cle the re is a range of size s of particle

radii. Sin ce the re is a size de pendence of

the m e lting poin t of the particle s, the re is

a broad te m pe rature range ove r which

the e nse m ble of particle s m e lts. The are a

unde r the pe ak re pre se nts the e ne rgy

ne ede d to m e lt the nanostructure m ate -

rial.

In this study Sn nanometer-size particle s were formed by successive deposi-

Ês .tion ; 1 A r s of pure Sn onto the SiN side of the thin-film scanning calorime ter

using the the rmal evaporation. For the small amounts of Sn deposited here , the

films are discontinuous and form self-assembled nanometer-sized islands on the

inert substrate. In contrast to embedding metal-precipitated particles in a bulk

w xmatrix 19, 20 , this type of sample preparation produces spherical Sn particles of

high purity and stress-free surface conditions, which are ideal for this me lting

study.

Calorimetric measurements we re pe rformed immediately after each deposi-

tion at a base pressure of ; 1 = 10y 8 torr. Since the TDSC device is extreme ly

thin, the entire TDSC sample including the microheater r nanostructures we re

separated from the Si wafer and we re immediate ly available for TEM analysis. The

particle size was measured using a Phillips CM-12 TEM. The mean radius is

he reafter taken as the Sn particle size .

An example of a typical TDSC result is shown in Figure 2 for two experi-

Ê Êments where extreme ly small amounts of Sn, 1 A and 3 A of Sn, were deposited.

Note the shift in me lting point. Analysis of the C data yields the values for D Hp m

and T for the various sizes of Sn particle s. The average me lting temperature andm

normalized heat of fusion are plotted in Figures 3 and 4. For bulk Sn, the me lting

w xpoint is 232 8 C 21 . It is evident that the melting points decrease systematically as

the size of Sn particles decrease s, a reduction of over 100 8 C. This phenomenon has

w xalso been observed by Wronski 22 . The depression of melting temperature was

confirmed during the course of this work by using TEM diffraction techniques

during in-situ heating of the Sn sample s deposited on amorphous carbon films.

w xThe classical theory of Hanszen 23 analyzed the melting temperature in

terms of liquid-she ll model. In this model he assumes that a solid particle is

embedded in a thin liquid overlayer and the melting temperature is taken to be the

temperature of equilibrium between the solid sphere core and the liquid overlayer.
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Figu re 3. M elting-poin t data for Sn

cluste rs as a function of size o f cluste r.

The data are the supe rpositio n of four

diffe re nt m ultip le evaporation r annealing

Ê Êse xpe rim e nts A s 1 A , B s 2 A, C s
Ê Ê .4 A , and D s 6 A . For exam ple , for the

ÊA se rie s expe rim ent, 1 A was e vaporated

followed by a TD SC 300 8 C anne al and

the n the cycle was re pe ate d by again

Êde positing anothe r 1 A , and so on .

The critical thickness t of the liquid shell is an adjustable parameter in accor-0

dance with the experimental re sults. The me lting points T of Sn particles withm

radius r is expressed as

2T s s D P 1 10 s l
s .T y T s q q y 20 m t / t /s .D H r r y t r 2 r r0 s 0 s l

where T is the bulk me lting temperature of solid Sn and D H is its latent heat of0 0

fusion; s and s are the inte rfacial surface tensions between the solid and thes l

liquid and between the liquid and its vapor respectively, and r and r are thes l

densities of the solid and liquid, re spectively; t is the critical thickne ss of liquid0

layer at T . D P is the difference between the vapor pressure at the surface of them

liquid layer with an outer radius r at T and the vapor pressure at the flat liquidm

s . w xsurface r s ` at T . It has been shown that D P can be neglected for Sn 22 .0
3 3 w xSubstituting T s 232 8 C, r s 7.18 g r cm , r s 6.98 g r cm 22 , s s 550 mN r m0 s l l

w x w x s .24 , and s s 54.5 mN r m 25 into Eq. 2 , we obtain the following expression:s

s 1s
s .T s 232 y 782 y 3m s .15 .8 r y t r

ÊFrom our experimental data we obtain a value of t s 18 A for the liquid0

w xoverlayer thickness. Using optical techniques 26 , the existence of a liquid layer on

Figu re 4. H e at of fusion data for Sn

cluste rs as a function of size of cluste r.

The data are the supe rposition of four

d iffe re n t m ultip le evporation r anneal ex-

Ê Ê Êspe rim e nts A s 1 A , B s 2 A , C s 4 A ,

Ê .and D s 6 A .
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the surface of nanometer-size Pb particles prior to the comple te me lting of the

bulk material has been shown. In addition, computational simulations have also

shown the liquidlike precursor prior to the comple te me lting of small Au particle s

w x27 . The formation of a molten surface overlayer equilibrating with the solid core

w xis related directly to the surface me lting phenomenon. For example, the Pb 28

w xand Al 29 surface s of bulk crystals have been observed to me lt at temperature s

be low the bulk me lting temperatures, with a continuous increase in the thickness

of the me lted layer as the temperature approaches the bulk melting point. For

small metal particles, the surface me lting is strongly enhanced by curvature e ffects.

w xO bservations of clusters 30, 31 show that the surface me lting of small

clusters r particles occurs over a broader temperature range and that the thickness

of the liquid layer is much greater than that observed on bulk crystals.

The measurements of me lting-temperature depression have been, until now,

the only experimental evidence which supports the liquid she ll mode of nanostruc-

tures on free surfaces. Is this enough evidence? After all, for conventional bulk

material analysis, temperature is an intensive material property and not dependent

s .on the quantity size of material. If the liquid she ll mode l is correct, then other

material properties associated with the melting process should also be dependent

on the size of the particle. The heat of fusion D H is such a property, and throughm

the following discussion of our nanocalorime try measurements we deduce that the

liquid she ll mode l is indeed a reasonable mode l.

The normalized heat of fusion D H as a function of particle size is shown inm

s .Figure 4. The data indicate that the re is a large decrease in D H 70% asm

s . w xcompared with the bulk value 58.9 J r g 21 when the particle size is reduced.

From the viewpoint of classical thermodynamics, the latent heat of fusion assumes

a constant value. Recently, howe ver, molecular dynamics simulations have shown a

ssize-dependent decrease of D H with decreasing cluster size e .g., Au clustersm

w x.27 .

In orde r to re late the heat of fusion to the heat measured by the calorime ter,

we must consider the details of the me lting process. Surface me lting of small

particles occurs in a continuous manner over a broad temperature range, whereas

the homogenous me lting of the solid core occurs abruptly at the critical tempera-

w xture T 31 . The total heat required for both surface and solid core me lting ism

supplied by the calorime ter. Howe ver, the heat for the surface melting is supplied

s .over a broad temperature range and appears as a gradual increase ; 0.1% in the

background heat capacity of the system, a value which is too small to be measured

by our present techniques. Conversely, the heat supplied for the abrupt me lting of

solid core is measured directly using our technique .

For the purpose of de scribing quantitatively the heat of fusion for small Sn

particles, it is nece ssary to separate the volumes of the liquid surface layer and the

solid core region. We thus define the volume of the spherical liquid shell as an

` è xcluded volume’ ’ d V , which is related to the critical thickness t of the liquid0

layer via the following expression:

4 33 s . s .d V s p r y r y t 40
3
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Assuming that the latent heat of fusion per volume of the bulklike solid core

is independent of temperature , we obtain the corrected values for the normalized

heat of fusion in te rms of the original particle size r and the thickness of the liquid

layer t . Using only the heat of fusion data, we obtain an independent value for the0

Êthickness of the liquid layer of t f 13 A, which agree s well with the values0

Ês .obtained from the me lting-point data t f 18 A .0

s .In order to study the growth of clusters, we have also shown Figures 3 and 4

a set of multiple evaporation r annealing expe riments superimposed. In this case we

form large clusters or islands by performing multiple evaporation followed by

ÊTDSC annealing. Each cycle consists of the deposition of 1, 2, 4, or 6 A of Sn,

s .immediately followe d with multiple thermal annealing 300 8 C TDSC pulse s. A full

s .se t of calorime try data for C T , t is acquired during each pulse. By doing thep

expe riment in this way we deposit a blanket layer of atoms onto a surface that

already contains large stable three-dimensional clusters. The freshly deposited

atoms form many small clusters in the open area between the preexisting islands.

In essence, the deposition process supersaturate s the open area with Sn atoms.

Because of the higher surface r volume ratio, the atoms that make up the clusters

have a higher chemical potential than those atoms that form the nearby islands.

There fore , the re exists a driving force for the coale scence process. Howe ver, at

ambient temperatures the diffusion of the atoms is kine tically stalled and thus the

small clusters remain intact.

When the sample is heated to high temperatures, which occurs during the

first TDSC pulse following deposition, the atoms diffuse from the small clusters

s .toward the islands and the islands grow coale scence at the expense of the small

clusters. The data indicate that the melting point and heat of fusion of a cluster are

controlled only by the size of the particles and are independent of the path by

which the cluster was formed.

In summary, we have demonstrated a new thin-film differential scanning

nanocalorimetry technique that is capable of measuring the dynamics of energy

exchange at the level of 0.2 nJ. We have shown that the me lting point and heat of

fusion of nanometer-scale Sn clusters is size dependent and is independent of the

process by which the clusters are formed.
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